Hierarchical graphene/metal grid structures for stable, flexible transparent conductors.
We report an experimental study on the fabrication and characterization of hierarchical graphene/metal grid structures for transparent conductors. The hierarchical structure allows for uniform and local current conductivity due to the graphene and exhibits low sheet resistance because the microscale silver grid serves as a conductive backbone. Our samples demonstrate 94% diffusive transmission with a sheet resistance of 0.6 Ω/sq and a direct current to optical conductivity ratio σdc/σop of 8900. The sheet resistance of the hierarchical structure may be improved by over 3 orders of magnitude and with little decrease in transmission compared with graphene. Furthermore, the graphene protects the silver grid from thermal oxidation and better maintains the sheet resistance of the structure at elevated temperature. The graphene also strengthens the adhesion of the metal grid with the substrate such that the structure is more resilient under repeated bending.